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Abstract 
We discuss the relativistic treatment of fermion-antifermion bound states by an 

effective-Hamiltonian method which imitate« their description in terms of nonrelati-
vistic potential models: the effective interaction potential, to be used in a Schrödinger 
equation which incorporates relativistic kinematic*, is derived from the underlying 
quantum field theory. This i pproach is equivalent to the instantaneous approximation 
to the Bethe-Salpetcr equation called Salpeter equation but comes closer to physical 
intuition than the latter one. 
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1 Introduction 

Beyond doubt, the appropriate framework for a reiativistic description 
of quantum systems is quantum field theory. However, the treatment 
of bound states within this framework becomes a rather cumbersome 
and unrewarding task. Therefore, we would like to argue here in favour 
of an effective-Hamiltonian method. This approach is reminiscent of 
the investigation of bound states in terms ot nonrelativistic potential 
models. It allows, however, to remain from the very beginning on fully 
reiativistic grounds whereas the nonrelativistic formalism incorporates 
only the static limit of the theory and its first reiativistic corrections, 
summarized in form o; the well-known Breit-Fermi Hamiltonian. 

The idea behind the efftctivc-Hamiltonian method is very simple. 
The interaction between the bound-state constituents is described by 
an effective potential. By considering the elastic scattering of the par
ticles which build up the bound state, this potential is derived from the 
quantum field theory which describes, in fact, their basic interaction. 
With this effective potential at hand, the Hamiltonian controlling the 
bound-state system is constructed. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly recall 
some generalities concerning the description of scattering processes in 
quantum theory, which we need in Section 3 in order to derive an 
effective interaction potential from quantum field theory. In Section 
4 we give the relevant transition amplitudes for the physically most 
interesting case, that is, a fermion-antifermion system. 

Since the nonrelativistic limit has been the object of investigation 
already for some decades, we focus in Section 5 our interest to the 
opposite extreme, the massless and thus ultrarelativistic case. There 
the expressions obtained for the scattering amplitudes before simplify 
considerably. Section 6 is devoted to the eigenvalue problem of our 
effective Hamiltonian. 

The mass difference between corresponding spin-singlet and spin-
triplet mesons serves as a tool to demonstrate in Section 7 the wide 
range of applicability of the effective-Hamiltonian method at just one 
illustrative example. Section 8 summarizes the proposed procedure 
and points out its relation to the quantum-field-theoretic description 
of bound states. In Section 2 we retain Planck's constant ft, whereas for 
the remainder of the paper we use natural units such that ft = c = 1. 
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2 Scattering Theory 

Let us recall some general facts about the description of scattering 
processes in quantum theory [1,2,3]. 

We assume that the full Hamiltonian H governing the dynamics of 
the quantum-mechanical system under consideration can be split up 
into a free (or, more generally, unperturbed) Hamiltonian Ho and an 
interaction potential (or perturbation) V, 

H(t)-Ho+V(!) . (1) 

In the interaction picture the evolution in time of the Hilbert-space 
state vectors \^{t)) is controlled by a (unitary) time-evolution operator 
U(Mo), 

MO) = U(MoM<o)) • ( 2) 
which satisfies the Schrödinger equation 

^ U ( M o ) = V(*)U(Mo) , U(*0,to) = l , (3) 

or the equivalent integral equation 

U(«,«o) = l -^ /d fV( f )U( t ' , t o ) • (4) 

In scattering theory, the physical situation of interest is to specify 
initial states \i) at time t = -oo and final states | / ) at time t = +oo 
by unperturbed states |o), i.e., eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian Ho 
corresponding to some energy eigenvalue E, 

H0\a) = E\a) . (5) 
With the help of U(f, to) the corresponding states for finite times, in 
particular for t = 0, are defined by 

|a,in) = U(0,-oo)|o) , (6) 
|o,out) s U(0,+oo)jo) . (7) 

Due to the integral equation (4) for U(l,<o), the states |a,in), |a,out) 
satisfy the (implicit) Lippmann-Schwinger equations 

l°'in> " l ° ) + Ä.FrTOT V s | f l ' i n > ' ( 8 ) 

| a ,out) = l") + , » ? , f . . H

1

0 _ ^ V 5 | a , o u t ) , (9) 

,!% 
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where V5 denotes the potential in the Schrodinger picture. Operators 
in the Schrodinger picture, O5, are obtained from their counterparts in 
the interaction picture, O(t), by means of the unitary transformation 

O s = exp(- iHot)o(t )exp^H 0 t ) , H0,s = H0 . (10) 

From the relations (8), (9) it can immediately be deduced that the 
states |a,in), [a, out) are eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian in the 
Schrodinger picture, H$, with the same energy eigenvalue E, i.e., 

H5|o,in) = £|a,in) , (11) 
Hs(a,out) = £|a,out) . (12) 

The explicit solutions of the Lippmann-Schwinger equations read 

'"^ = ( 1 +£&]jrHbäü v*) | a ) - ( 1 3 ) 

|a,out) = (l + < 1 J s , o F _ ^ - 7 H - V s ) | „ ) . (U) 

The 5-matrix element 5/,- for the transition i —* f is defined as the 
projection of the initial state |x, in) onto the final state |/,out), 

5/,s(/|S|»):=(/,out|*,in) , (15) 

where, using Eqs. (6) and (7), the 5-operator is related to the time-
evolution operator in the interaction picture by 

S = U(+oo,-oo) . (16) 

Adopting the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (8) or (9) and a specific 
representation of the 6 function, viz. the relation 

Urn f lim - ^ r 1 = - lim (lim -^—A = 2*i6{x) , (17) 

the 5-matrix can be re-written like 

S,i = 6fi-2*i6(E,-Ei)R/i , (18) 

where the transition amplitude R/j is defined by 

RIt =E (/|R|<):- (/|V,|i, in) = (/, out|V5|f) (19) 



and, according to (13) or (14), the fi-operator is given by 

B - v '+Ä v «*rT5TK v * • ( 2 0 ) 

With the help of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for |»,m), Eq. (8), 
the transition amplitude fi/,- may be cast into the form 

""=W^Ä?|S • < 2 1 > 
The Born approximation Rft consists of retaining just the first term 
in either of the above expressions (20) or (21): 

Ä £ = (/|V S|«) • (22) 

As a special case, we shall consider as initial and final states two-
particle states of definite momentum, i.e., the eigenstates 

10 = IÄ.Ä) , (/l = (Ä,*l (23) 

of the one-particle momentum operators. These states may be built 
up from tensor products of corresponding single-particle momentum 
eigenstates [p) with normalization 

(m *&(*-*) (24) 
and wave function 

w>m&PJ,t • ( 2 5 ) 

Assuming that the potential V5 depends only on the relative distance 
of the two particles, i.e., only on the difference 

XSX1-X2 (26) 

of their coordinate operators X], x*2, and abbreviating the involved 
momentum transfer by 

* » Ä - Ä , (27) 
the free two-particle matrix element of the potential operator Vfc(x*) 
takes the form 

(Ä,*|V5(*)|ft,Ä) 
- ( C T ^ W + f t - A - A j / ^ ^ V s W • (28) 
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3 Effective Potential from Quantum Field Theory 

In quantum field theory, in the absence of external fields, the total 
momentum is conserved due to translational invariance. Factorizing 
off the overall momentum conservation from the scattering amplitude 
Rfi, the reduced T-matrix element T/,- is defined by the decomposition 

Sfi = 6fi + t(2*)4 tf4>(P/ - Pi) Tfi (29) 

of the 5-matrix, where Pi and Pj denote the total momentum of initial 
aud final state, respectively. Consequently, the T-matrix element T/,-
from (29) is related to the transition amplitude Rfi from (18) by 

Ä / f = -(2ir) 3Ä< 3)(F /-F i)r/ < . (30) 

The interaction of two particles which in fact are described by some 
quantum field theory can be approximated by an effective potential 
- at least as long as the Born approximation (22) makes sense. The 
simplest quantum-field-theoretical analogue of the potential scattering 
considered previously is the elastic scattering 

Vxipi)+*yft) - vm+^2%) (3i) 
of two particles V\% Vi with masses mi, m^. The total and relative 
momenta of the particles in initial and final state are given by 

Pi spi+ft , P = m$i-mfr , (32) 

Pf = q\+& , ? 5 ( u i - ( | i f t , (33) 

with 
m + % « l • (34) 

From Eqs. (22), (28), and (30), the Born approximation Tft to the 
T-matrix element for the above elastic two-particle scattering is given 
by 

T'<'""&? I<<P*<t"VsW • (35) 
Accordingly, the potential VS(S) can be extracted from the T-matrix 
element T/t- by Fourier transformation with respect to the momentum 
transfer k; 

V 5(*)--(2irJ ,/<ftke-* f2])! . (36) 

The effective interaction potential Vs(£) is thus the Fourier transform 
of the Born approximation to the reduced T-matrix element T/< for 
the elastic scattering of the involved particles [4,5]. 



4 The Transition Amplitude 

In the proceeding section we found a prescription for the derivation 
of the (perturbatively accessible part of the) effective potential acting 
between two particles described by a quantum field theory. Let us now 
apply this prescription to a fermion-antifermion system. Accordingly, 
we consider the elastic scattering 

/ (Ä, n) + / ( £ , r2) - / « , 7 i ) + / (&r 4 ) (37) 

of the involved fermion / and antifermion / (with masses mi and m?, 
respectively). 

Expressed in terms of Dirac spinors u{j>, r) and v(p, r), the general 
form of the T-matrix element for a process of the type (37) reads 

T = (2x)« JEk&EzEi Ö ^ ' r ^ r i U ^ ' r i) i J(Ä» ra)r2v(p4, u) K , 
(38) 

where r„ i = 1,2 represent some Dirac matrices. K denotes an (un
specified) interaction kernel, which is usually assumed to depend only 
on the momentum transfer k = p\ — q\. The Fourier transform of 
just this kernel yields the static interaction potential. There is lots 
of indications that the dominant spin structure for quark-antiquark 
interaction, originating from quantum chromodynamics, is vector, 
r"i ® T2 = J? ® 7M, plus scalar, 1*1 ® T2 = 1 0 1 . (Fcr a very recent 
review see, e.g., Ref. [5].) 

Explicitly, in the Dirac representation the Dirac spinors are given 
by 

U(ßi, Ti) -

rs~(a'Pi\ 
(39) 

where \ T is the two-component spinor corresponding to spin projection 
r, and we defined 

Eimjff+mf , E4 = y/qT+l4 



and 

(41) 

Inserting this into Eq. (38), we immediately obtain in the center-of-
momentum system 

p s p i = -pj , q = q\--qi (42) 

for the T-matrix element of vectorial spin structure [6] 

+ Yg-^uip- qSw -ipxq*i) 

+ $1J" 6 ™(P " V^w*?*9*' 3$ 

+ j^[p 4 Äni^ V 4 --p* 8 *i-*a + (p*-*i)(?-*i)l 

+ J-g- [q1 ^ ^ r ( -faia7 + (g • ̂ i)(g • a2)] 

+ £-£-[P'q^r^rtu -ipxq&+ 

+ (P' 7 )(öfi' ̂ 2) ~ («' ̂ i)(p' ̂ 2)] 

2 3 +(p-g)^ i -^) - (p^i ) (^-a 2 ) ] 

- t fx* .* i ) (*x *.*))} ffy (43) 

and for the T-matrix element of scalar spin structure [6] 

Ts m -W&Wfc{w< 

S2Si 

gfigfi [(P • ^) 2 « r , A , " i(ß' f )(*X 9 • *+) 

-#xf.«fi)(7x *.*,)]} *s • (44) 

Si S3 

^r,r,(p- 9 r̂,T4 - » P X g • 02) 
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Here we introduced the short-hand notations 
ai = x!^Xn , **2xt/Xi> , * + s ?i£»* + di^n* . (45) 

The normalization factors Ni are given by 

N'swwS • (46) 

FVom this, the interaction Hamiltonian may be found from the Fourier 
transform with respect to the momentum transfer k = p— q. In the 
nonrelativistic expansion up to next-to-lowest order one recovers in 
this way, of course, the well-known Breit-Fermi Hamiltonian. 

5 The Massless Case 

Let us now investigate in some more detail the scattering of mossiest 
fermions, i.e., m,- = 0. In this case the factors $ in (43) and (44) 
reduce to 

5i = 5 2 = E 1 = iE^=:v^ , Sz = SA = E3 = E4 = y/p , (47) 
whereas the normalization factors JV* are no more ^-dependent at all, 

Ni = WW>72 • ( 4 8 ) 

Defining the unit vectors 

psW ' isW ( 4 9 ) 

and abbreviating their difference by 
ksp-q , P = 2 ( l - p $ ) , (50) 

the T-matrix elements (43) and (44) simplify to 
1 1 

(2*)« 4 
- *(3 + p-9)(px9^+)-Jk2^.a2 + (Jk.flf,)(ik.̂ ) 
- (px4.9i)ifix4'9a)}Kv (51) 

and 

- 0x0.*i)(0xf.*,)}*> . (52) 

Tv = 7CTI«S + *'*>0+*-*)W** 
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6 The Bound-State Energy 
The primary aim of any investigation of bound states are the energy 
eigenvalues E of the system - which give the mass spectrum of the 
composite particles - and the corresponding state vectors \rf>). 

We consider as two-particle states simultaneous eigenstates of the 
two-particle Haxniltonian H, 

HW^))»^W*)) , (53) 
as well as of the total momentum p t + p̂ , 

(ft + ft) W*)> = *!*(*)) • .(54) 
Eg and K denote energy and momentum of the two-particle system. 
The normalization of these states then has to read 

ML)\1>(K)) = 6V\L-K) . (55) 

The energy eigenvalue Eg is thus obtained from 

Eg6«\L-K) = {1>{L)m{K)) . (56) 

We assume that the Hamiltonian H which governs the dynamics 
of the two-particle system under consideration is of the form (1), 
H = Ho + V, with Ho describing the free motion of the particles and 
an interaction potential V which does not depend on the center-of-
momentum coordinate of the two particles, that is, V = V(x). This 
latter feature ensures that the Hamiltonian commutes with the to
tal momentum, [H, ft + ft] = 0, which is an unavoidable prerequisite 
in order to be able to define the simultaneous eigenstates considered 
above. In general, the potential V will consist of a part V p which can 
be grasped by perturbation theory along the lines sketched in Sect. **, 
and a nonperturbative part V n p which is beyond reach of perturbation 
theory. The two-particle Hamilton operator we are dealing with thus 
reads 

H « tf0,i(ft) + #o,2(ft) + Vp(x) + Vn p(x) . (57) 
We introduce the two-particle wave functions 

(f,,£|*(tf)) a *(*,,£,;£) ™ 
(pumiK))=i>(pufcK) , v ; 

•*r 
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which are related by Fourier transformation, 

if;(xux7;K) - -r^J^Spi exs\Hßixx + ££2)] üipufcK) 

1>{p\ ,P2',K)= T^js / #*i <̂ *a exp[-i{piXi + p2X2)) V(«i, f2; £ ) . 

(59) 
The center-of-momentum and relative coordinates and momenta are 
defined in the usual manner: 

P = pi+Pi , i> = VM-mi>2 » (60) 

X = 1/iX! +172*2 , $=XX-X2 , (61) 

with 
»7i+%= 1 • (62) 

By analogy to the nonrelativistic case one may specify the factors 77,-
by the mass fractions 

TTl\ + 1712 

As a consequence of (54) the wave functions (59) factorize like 

*(*,£ 2;J?) = ^ 3 ? 2 e x P ( ' ^ ' * ) * ( * ) ( 6 4 ) 

In the center-of-momentum system of the two particles, /C = 0, 
using (30), the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (57) is then given 
by 

- (2KfJd3pd2q^(4)T/

B

im 

+ J(Px\tHx)\2Vn?(x) . (65) 

According to the prescription of Sect. 3, the perturbative part Vp of 
the potential is related to the T-matrix element T/i for two-particle 
scattering by (ä,ä|V p |ft,A) = -(2ff) 3# 3 )(P/ - P^Tf{. As has been 
demonstrated in Sect. 4 for the case of fermion-antifermion systems, 
üT-matrix elements are more easily derived in momentum space. There
fore we give in (65) the expectation value of V p in momentum-space 
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representation. The nonperturbative part V n p of the potential can
not be derived from a scattering process but has to be obtained from 
somewhere else. The simplest possibility for this is to guess its form 
in configuration space, which is the reason why we give in (65) its 
expectation value in coordinate-space representation. 

7 Singlet-Triplett Mass Differences of Mesons 

In the quark model, hadrons are regarded as bound states of quarks. 
Mesons, in particular, are considered as being built up from a quark-
antiquark pair forming a so-called "quarkonium" state. 

Just for the purpose of illustration we will apply here the ideas 
developed so far to the mass differences between mesons which differ 
only in the total spin of the constituting quark-antiquark pair. Since 
the quarks, like any fundamental fermions, carry spin 5, the total spin 
S of their bound state will be either S — 0 or S = 1, which corre
sponds to a spin-singlet or spin-triplet state, respectively. As already 
mentioned, for simplicity we will treat the quarks as massless particles. 

Experimentally, the differences of the squared masses of correspond
ing spin-singlet and spin-triplet quarkonium states which contain at 
least one light quark have been found to be constant to a surprisingly 
high degree of accuracy. For instance, from Table 1 one may read off 

M | = 1 - M | = 0 ~ 0 . 5 6 G e V 2 . (66) 

spin triplet spin singlet M | = 1 - M | = 0 [ G e V 2 ] 

P IT 0.57 
K* K 0.55 
D* D 0.55 
D; D. 0.58 
B* B 0.56 

Table 1: Differences of the squared masses of spin-singlet and spin-triplet partners [7] 
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The free relativistic Hamiltonian Äo,,(dbp) = yjjp + m% entering 
in (65) reduces in the massless case to H0ti(±p) - y/p1. We only 
consider ground states, with vanishing orbital angular momentum, 
which entails spherical symmetry, i.e., 

V>(x)-=tf(r) , r = >/^ , r ß 7 v 
W) = V»(p) , P=VF • K ' 

The Fourier transform (36) of the vector product px q is the orbital 
angular momentum. Accordingly, all terms in the 7-matrix elements 
(43) and (44) involving this expression do not contribute to the energy 
expectation value (65) for ground states. 

In gauge theories, the perturbative part of the interaction is very 
likely to originate from gauge-boscn exchange. Consequently, the cor
responding potential Vp(x) is of vector type. For one-vector-boson 
exchange the interaction kernel Ky in (43) reads 

Krm-j^h?m^e • ( 6 8 ) 

In quantum electrodynamics, for one-photon exchange, the parameter 
K equals QiQic*, where Qi are the electric charges of the involved par
ticles in units of the electron charge e. In quantum chromodynamics, 
fcr one-gluon exchange between quarks in a. colour-singlet state, the 
parameter K equals \g], where g, is the strong coupling constant and 
the factor \ arises from colour. 

For an arbitrary scalar function /(p, q), due to spherical symmetry 
the relation 

J<Pp<?q kikj /(ftf) = \Siil*pa*q P / « f l (69) 

nolds. The requirement of spherical symmetry is fulfilled for any wave 
function corresponding to a state with vanishing orbital angular mo
mentum and, of course, also for the interaction kernel K in Eq. (38). 
Consequently, decomposing the product k{k, showing up in (51) like 

kikj m (kiki - ISfy) + l-k% (70) 

into a traceless part (the term in parentheses) and a trace part, one 
finds that only the trace part contributes to the energy expectation 
value. 

~-% 
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Furthermore, we assume that the nonperturbative part VJ,p(£) of 
the interaction is described by a central potential V n p(f) = Vn?(r). 
There are good reasons to believe that for quark-antiquark bound 
states this potential is of scalar type and that its shape is not very 
different from linear rise [5], Vnp(r) = ar. 

Under the above assumptions the bound-state energy (65) is given 
by 

E5 = 2j<Pp\j>(p)fp 
00 

(2*r)34 

+ ajd*x Mr)f 

Jdppxj,(p) [ft2 - | (4*)Vi <r2)] 

with 
ft2 = / d f t , d f t , i ( 3 + ^ < / ) ( l + p g ) 

(71) 

(72) 

The spin expectation value (d\ • $$ depends on the total spin 5 of the 
two-fermion state \tp): 

(3i • a2) -
- 3 for spin singlets, 5 = 0 
+1 for spin triplets, 5 = 1 

(73; 

We adopt a standard variational technique [8] by evaluating the 
energy expectation value (71) with the help of some trial states \ij>(\)) 
characterized by a variational parameter A, 

E(X) = (*(A)MWA)> , 
and by minimizing the resulting expression with respect to A: 

dE{\) 
E * EiXrin) d\ = 0 

(74) 

(75) 
mm 

In principle, any variational method can, of course, only provide an 
upper bound on the energy level under consideration. By definition, 
the energy of the ground state will always be less than or equal to the 
the value obtained by the variational method. It has, however, been 
shown that in practice, at least within a nonrelativistic treatment, for 
a potential which is a superposition of a Coulomb part [which arises 
from the one-vector-boson exchange (68) in the instantaneous limit] 
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and a linear part, the evaluation of the energy expectation value (74) 
by Gaussian trial functions yields a good approximation (with an error 
of a few percent) to the numerically obtained exact energy [9]. 

We use as trial functions the Gaussian wave functions 

V(f) = 
A 3 ^ 
*V4 exp (-?) 

as well as the Hydrogen-like wave functions 

(76) 

> 

A3 

— exp (—Ar) 

ÄW-
vW 1 

(77) 

both of them with normalization 

(78) 

Already from dimensional considerations the general structure of 
E(X) as a function of A is 

E(X) = A\ + B^ • (79) 

The constants A and B are given for Gaussian trial functions by 

A = [tf-f(4*)Vi'*2> y/n 32?r4

v

/? 

and for Hydrogen-like trial functions by 

A-— * 
Zn 16TT 5 

fi2 - !(47r)V,' 9%) 

B = 

* - \ 

yfi 
(80) 

(81) 

Minimization of E{X) in the form (79) yields 

•^niin ~* 
Ba 
A £(A m i n ) = 2 v ^ . (82) 

The energy in the rest system of the bound state is, of course, nothing 
else but the mass of the composite particle. Using (80) or (81) in the 

Ä * 
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expression (82) for the minimum (̂Amj,,) of the energy yields for the 
mass-squared difference we are looking for 

1 32 
—-r na for Gaussian trial functions 
U 
-r Ka for Hydrogen-like trial functions 
IT 3 

(83) 
These expressions have to be compared with the result [5] obtained 
in the nonrelativistic case on the grounds of the instantaneous-limit 
approximation to the interaction kernel (68), 

MJ^-M^-^Ka . (84) 

Obviously, all predictions for the mass-squared differences are inde
pendent of the mass of the particles which constitute the bound state. 
However, in the nonrelativistic case this mass independence follows 
from the neglect of terms of higher order in the inverse masses of the 
components [10] and the assumption that light constituents will be 
mainly affected by the linear part of the potential. In contrast to that, 
in the ultrarelativistic case this mass independence is enforced by the 
assumption of vanishing masses of the bound-state constituents. Since 
in this case there is no other dimensional parameter than the slope a 
of the linear potential, any quantity of dimension mass-squared has to 
be proportional to this slope. 

8 Summary 
In the present work we made the case for a relativistic treatment of 
bound states which might be regarded as the relativistic generalization 
of the approach based on nonrelativistic potential models. It consists 
of two main steps: 

1. Compute the effective interaction potential between two particles 
(at least to the extent you can trust in perturbation theory) from 
the transition amplitude for the elastic scattering of the involved 
particles. An example for this is provided by the T-matrix ele
ments for a fermion-antifermion system given in Eqs. (43) and 
(44). 
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2. Use this potential in a multi-particle Schrödinger equation with 
relativistically correct Hamiltonian in order to determine the 
energy eigenvalues and corresponding eigenstate vectors of the 
bound state under consideration. This has been done for the two-
particle case in Eq. (65). 

The obvious advantage of this approach is its physical transparency. 
In the application of this recipe we restricted ourselves to the case 

of massless components of the bound state, in order to be able to give 
an explicit expression for the bound-state energy. In general, it will 
not always be possible to obtain analytic results. One has to stick to 
numerical methods. 

An analysis similar to the present one has been performed recently 
by A. Gara et al. [11,12] on the basis of the Salpeter equation [13] 
which is obtained from the Bethe-Salpeter equation [14] upon elim
inating any dependence on time-like variables in a suitable manner. 
(See, for instance, also [4] and [5].) After some standard and plausible 
approximations, like the restriction to positive-energy solutions, this 
approach coincides with the effective-Hamiltonian method advocated 
for in the present work. The reduced Salpeter equation found in this 
way (Eq. (12) in Ref. [11] or Eq. (5) in Ref. [12]) is equivalent to our re
sult (65) for the bound-state energy. In fact, it is nothing else but the 
(momentum-space representation of the) Schrödinger equation (53) 
with the Hamiltonian (57), after dropping the center-of-momentum 
motion of the whole system. The interaction functions entering in this 
equation of motion (Eqs. (13a,b) in Ref. [11] or Eqs (6a,b) in Ref. 
[12]) are identical to our T-matrix elements (43) and (44). 
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